Goodbye, Glen Mathers

Goodbye, Glen Mathers encapsulates the dialect, small-town security and everyday life of a
young man coming of age and coming to terms with his life. Author Daniel Casieri writes an
illuminating novel about the everyday order of life and what lurks just beneath the
surface-chaos that can separate friends, rekindle destructive relationships and change ones life.
Reed Leone is an 18-year old frustrated with the humdrum of his life in a small New England
town. His father, a pastor of the community church falls ill and Reed begins to rekindle old
friendships with people who have problems of their own. His best friend is 30-year old Glen
Mathers, who has addiction problems and is estranged from his wife. Reed then falls in love
with Jane, but the relationship is doomed from the start. What follows is Reeds struggle with
trying to find out who he is and what he wants from life. Casieri writes a first person
narrative that gives the reader an insiders view into a young mans psyche as he tries to spread
his wings. The dialogue is spot on-Boston brogue peppered with Casieris poetic and
intellectual musings. Goodbye, Glen Mathers is a fearless, smart, and beautifully written
novel about lifes lessons and challenges.
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Gordon Glen Mathers (born 29 September ) is a professional Australian darts player. YouTube
Videos â€“ Gordon Mathers and Related Articles [show more] .. with Barnes collaborating
with Walker on the first single Goodbye and Moss.
Written in a first person narrative, Goodbye, Glen Mathers takes the reader inside a young
man's psyche as he learns to spread his wings. - PR
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